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Abstract

The general internal medicine (GIM) ward oversees the recovery of ill patients, excluding those who require intensive attention. Clinicians provide full recoveries, or when appropriate, end-of-life care. We hope to eliminate unexpected deaths in the GIM ward, promptly transfer patients who require escalated care to the intensive care unit, and proactively
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address deteriorating health to minimise ICU transfers. We describe a clinical decision support system which accesses labs, vitals, administered medications, clinical orders, and specialty consults. Using an ensemble of linear, gated recurrent unit (GRU) and GRU-decay (GRU-D) models, we are able to achieve a positive predictive value of 0.71 while successfully identifying 40% of patients who will experience a future adverse event. We believe that this tool will be useful in shift scheduling and discharging patients, in addition to warning clinicians of risk of decompensation. We note the lessons we learned in transitioning from a high performing model to deployment in silent mode, and all results reported in this paper report on data immediately preceding silent mode.

1. Introduction

Since medical data has been digitised, experts have been turning to clinical decision augmentation to reduce the burden on clinicians, provide earlier disease identification, and improve the quality of care (Arcadu et al., 2019; Iizuka et al., 2020). The availability of electronic health records have enabled clinicians and computer scientists to develop early warning systems (EWS) to assess the risks of important clinical events. An EWS may consist of simple combinations of vitals such as the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS) (Subbe et al., 2001) or the National Early Warning System (NEWS) (McGinley and Pearse, 2012), or they may use complex combinations of features like the Hamilton early warning system (Xu et al., 2015; Fernando et al., 2019). These models perform remarkably well within 24 hours, for how simple they are. For example, NEWS received an AUROC of 0.87 when detecting any cardiac arrest, ICU transfers, or death within the next 24 hours with a 1% positive class frequency (Smith et al., 2013). While these models are comprehensible, they do offer space for improvement. Clinicians want to know as early as possible and as often as necessary when an adverse event will happen. In addition we want to avoid unnecessary tests, so we want to make decisions with information that is already available from the medical record system.

Many of the improvements on these early warning systems have focused on ICU settings due to the introduction of benchmark datasets for electronic health records (Johnson et al., 2016; Pollard et al., 2018). The Targeted Real-time Early Warning Score (TREWS) boasted an AUC of 0.83 which surpassed the MEWS benchmark score of 0.73 with a 14.1% positive class frequency (Henry et al., 2015). On the ICU cohort, this model had a median time-to-event of 28.2 hours.

Driven by the need for more accurate sepsis models outside of the ICU, Sepsis Watch employed multi-task Gaussian processes and recurrent neural networks to predict the risk of sepsis in the emergency department (Sendak et al., 2019). Marcus et al. (2019) use longitudinal patient data to identify patients who could benefit from prophylactic prevention of HIV.

However, the development of predictive models for clinical outcomes among GIM patients may be significantly more challenging, as this population tends to be difficult to diagnose and treat. Approximately 7% of these patients will deteriorate clinically and either require transfer to the intensive care unit (ICU) or die during the course of admission (Verma et al., 2019). The leading cause of unplanned transfer to the ICU is a failure to recognise clinical deterioration in time to respond (van Galen et al., 2016). Consequently, there is
reasonable interest in using ML to support prediction and improve clinical monitoring among hospitalised patients (Rajkomar et al., 2018).

Prior work in existing early warning systems (Burch et al., 2008; McGinley and Pearse, 2012) is intended ED triaging or for ICU use where measurements are more abundant than in the GIM context. As such, their adoption into clinical practice in GIM wards has been extremely limited. There is a considerable need for a highly accurate, automated risk prediction system that alerts clinicians to high-risk patients in advance of clinical deterioration in the GIM context (Verma et al., 2019).

We implement an ensemble of models, including linear models and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Suresh et al., 2017). Prior work has indicated that high-capacity models work well in such tasks, but may require extensive tuning in order to achieve improved performance over lower-capacity models when there is a large class imbalance as experienced in the GIM context (Che et al., 2018). We further work to demonstrate the performance stability of models over time, e.g., as hospital policies change and populations shift (Nestor et al., 2019).

Beyond this we seek to make the procedure of transitioning models to silent deployment familiar and comfortable to the machine learning community. While efforts have been made to make deep learning models transportable (Rajkomar et al., 2018), it is still largely up to individual healthcare providers to forge their own way to implementing machine learning models in their practice. Because of the nuances between EHR systems, patient cohorts, healthcare objectives, and other underlying non-stationarity factors, the translation of machine learning models into practice has straggled (Subbaswamy and Saria, 2019). In addition, we have been warned that machine learning models must be integrated into clinical workflow in order to garner support from clinicians (Sendak et al., 2019; Wiens et al., 2019; Sendak et al., 2020). Objectives that are pursued in benchmark machine learning for health tasks may not coincide with what is needed in the clinic. In addition Wiens et al. (2019) highlight that diligence must be provided to ensure models are ethically sound, and that results from the model should be thoughtfully reported before moving into deployment phase. Not only does communication have to be clear within the machine learning community but between clinicians and patients as well (Sendak et al., 2020).

In consideration of these lessons, this paper walks through essential steps that were taken between knowing the AUC of our state-of-the-art models and establishing a protocol for raising alarms for patients in practice. Special emphasis is placed on the nuances of result reporting to bridge the gap between clinical requirements and optimisation objectives.

2. Clinical Setting and Objective

Our objective is to improve the quality of patient care by identifying the deterioration of patients in the general internal medicine ward 24 hours before an adverse event. This will allow clinicians to make timely clinical decisions, such as administering precautionary procedures, ordering additional labs, transferring to a step-up unit or ICU, or discussing compassionate care measures. We define an adverse event as an unexpected death in the GIM ward, transfer to the ICU, issuance of palliative orders, or transfer to a palliative care facility. The labels are denoted by 1, for any prediction occurring within 24 hours of an adverse event, or a 0 otherwise (healthy discharge) as shown in Table 1. We consulted with clinicians and
patients to determine a reasonable goal for the model. Clinicians said they want no more than 2 false alarms per true alarm. We concluded that we should ensure our model has a positive predictive value (PPV) of at least 0.4. This means that each time an alarm is raised from our model, 40% of these patients will actually experience an adverse outcome within the next 24 hours. This requirement is to ensure the alarm remains actionable (Tonekaboni et al., 2019) and do not contribute to alarm fatigue (Murphy et al., 2016; Mitka, 2013). A PPV of 0.4 satisfies the clinicians’ request for no more than 2 false alarms per true alarm (a minimum PPV of 33%) and provides an additional factor of safety for when the model is evaluated on a prospective test distribution. After meeting this requirement we would like to detect as many deteriorating patients as possible (increase the sensitivity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>t_{6h}</th>
<th>t_{12h}</th>
<th>t_{18h}</th>
<th>t_{24h}</th>
<th>t_{30h}</th>
<th>t_{36h}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palliative orders at 35^{th} hr</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU transfer at 13^{th} hr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge at 29^{th} hr</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example of how binary labels are created for adverse events in the general internal medicine ward.

2.1. Data Description

The data in this paper is from the general internal medicine ward at a large urban hospital collected from 2011 to 2019. The ward has ~3000 patient encounters per year. The demographic variables for each year of the data is summarised in Table 2.

The patient cohort had a median age of 67, with 57.5% of the patients being female. 14.7% of patients were admitted to the GIM ward from the ICU. 2.8% of patients were transferred to palliative care. 12% of patients do not have housing. 99.7% of patients were covered by universal healthcare.

We use the electronic health records from these patients to create static and time-varying features for our models. One advantage to implementing models on private data is that we can pull any electronically recorded feature in the hospital. Our models use some combination of demographic data, labs, vitals, clinical orders, medication administration, nurse notes, admission notes, and ICD10 diagnosis codes for training. The variables used in the models are characterised in Table 3 (see Appendix B for an expanded list). Consideration is given for which data is available once the patient is in the ward, for example, nurse notes are recorded more frequently so they are preferred to resident notes, which may be transcribed at the end of the day. In addition, ICD10 codes are only used as multitask training targets, so they are not required for inference.

3. Methods

Our model is an ensemble of Lasso models, GAM models, a GRU model (Cho et al., 2014), and a GRU-D model (Che et al., 2018) trained on different selections of the data (See Table 4). We chose Lasso models to eliminate redundant or uninformative features in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2117</td>
<td>3001</td>
<td>3406</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>2601</td>
<td>2941</td>
<td>2917</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>24164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>55.55</td>
<td>58.85</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>56.98</td>
<td>57.56</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>57.84</td>
<td>58.69</td>
<td>59.96</td>
<td>57.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>41.15</td>
<td>42.92</td>
<td>43.02</td>
<td>42.44</td>
<td>43.75</td>
<td>42.16</td>
<td>41.31</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>42.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>12.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Events</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexp. Death</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Pal.</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU Transfer</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Mortality</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Palliative</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From ICU</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>15.27</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>14.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From ED</td>
<td>75.96</td>
<td>84.31</td>
<td>82.35</td>
<td>81.76</td>
<td>80.99</td>
<td>78.47</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Median</td>
<td>66.96</td>
<td>66.16</td>
<td>65.19</td>
<td>67.64</td>
<td>67.42</td>
<td>67.13</td>
<td>66.74</td>
<td>66.97</td>
<td>66.40</td>
<td>66.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The patient demographics are displayed for each year. Outcome rows are bolded. Decimal values are expressing percentages per stay except for the "Age Median" row. Data from the patients are considered from the time they physically arrive in the GIM, which is typically after hospital arrival, and after admission to the GIM. "All Mortality" includes post GIM mortality. "All Palliative" includes patients who arrived as palliative patients, or became palliative in the hospital. * Transfer rates from emergency departments were not available due to a source system change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Medications</th>
<th>Orders</th>
<th>Labs</th>
<th>Vitals</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features Used/Stay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Observations/Stay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>17.8*</td>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>117.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Observations/Stay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14*</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: This table shows the quantity and number of features available from the electronic health record. This is an underestimate of the total number of labs and vitals measured as it is aggregated into 6 hour buckets. For example, heart rate may be measured twice within 6 hours, but it would only be recorded as being measured once. Demographic features are fully observed. *Clinical orders are represented as Boolean on/off values so these results represent the mean and median of number of times an order status changes. The table can be read as "The average patient has 7.0 different types of clinical orders throughout their stay, and the patient can expect to have their clinical orders changed 17.8 times per stay."

data that are too large to do other feature selection on. Generalised additive models were used to model more complex relationships in data that has continuous values. We chose to use multiple separate linear models for two reasons. First, our feature space is relatively large.
By restricting the number of features in a particular training objective, we intend to remove spurious correlations that could lead to over-fitting. Second, the ability of different portions of data to directly vote in our ensemble makes our model more robust. If the distribution of a certain categorical feature were to suddenly change, only 1-3 of 8 models will be voting in the ensemble. If we had not taken this precaution it could be that 1-3 of 4 models would be making incorrect votes. To model the time-series component of EHR data we use a GRU model that has access to all of the available data. Finally we included a GRU-D model which implicitly handles missingness. This model learns relationships between the continuous labs and vitals and their interactions with fully observed demographic variables. For both recurrent models we use early stopping (Che et al., 2018) and only use a prospective validation set to prioritise architectures that mitigate the effects of temporal shift (Nestor et al., 2019). More details on hyperparameter tuning can be found in Appendix A. EHR data is recorded as asynchronous events. The data is binned into 6 hour intervals, according to the simple imputation method (Che et al., 2018). There were no distinct performance changes between the bins of 2, 4, 6, or 8 hours except from the increase in AUC and AUPR that is caused by the decrease in task sparsity, and decrease in missingness (for 2, 4, 6, and 8 hour bins the rate of missingness is 97.3%, 94.7%, 92.4%, and 90.3%, respectively). Ultimately, we chose 6 hour bins because so that predictions could correspond to shift changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Vitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>Medication Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>Orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASSO</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU-D</td>
<td>Labs and Vitals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Models and training data used in the ensemble. A detailed list of the feature categories can be found in Appendix B

3.1. Multitask Learning

In light of the performance improvements seen in the work of Harutyunyan et al. (2019) we introduce multitask learning objectives to predict the onset of sepsis, the onset of respiratory interventions, and the identification of the most responsible ICD10 code. The multitask learning objective is reserved for the deep models which have shared layers (GRU and GRU-D). The performance difference between the multitask objective and the single-task objective is demonstrated on a held-out prospective test set in Table 5. Presumably, the inclusion of a balanced task, such as ICD10 (Organization et al., 1992) classification, and highly correlated tasks (sepsis and respiratory interventions) assists the model in forming features that generalise (Ndirango and Lee, 2019).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Target</th>
<th>Multitask next 24h</th>
<th>Single Task next 24h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Outcomes</td>
<td>0.950 (0.230)</td>
<td>0.943 (0.185)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>0.931 (0.069)</td>
<td>0.921 (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative</td>
<td>0.943 (0.142)</td>
<td>0.920 (0.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected</td>
<td>0.953 (0.014)</td>
<td>0.923 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance across tasks with and without multitask training on the GRU-D model: Scores are reported as: area under receiver-operator curve (area under precision-recall curve).

3.2. Ensembling and Implementation Details

We investigated multiple ways to combine the models. This includes linear combinations, majority voting, and random forest combinations. We demonstrate the performance of the linear combination scheme and the majority voting scheme in Figure 1. Ultimately we decided on majority-vote ensembling for its ease of auditing models. We are able to investigate which models vote, and keep track of the performance of each individual model. We set the ensemble to require 3 votes to make a prediction that an adverse event will occur. Using this information we find the thresholds at which individual models satisfy a model-specific PPV, and increment this model-specific PPV until the ensemble achieves a PPV of >0.4 (see Figure A1). This resulted in individual model achieving 0.2 PPV on the validation set. This combination of votes and model thresholds was sufficient to achieve >0.4 PPV for the ensemble on the validation set. One interesting finding is that ensembling simple models with complex models may improve overall performance. For example, the linear combinations of models outperform any one model on its own. This suggests that there is no one-size-fits-all model for EHR data. Restricted capacity models can still improve overall model performance (Zhang et al., 2019).

4. Measuring Successes and Failures

Quite simply, we measure success by how often we are able to avoid unnecessary deaths or provide palliative care as needed, while simultaneously avoiding unnecessary ICU transfers. However, we would like to quantify these with machine learning metrics.

Time-to-event As shown in Table 1, the task is formulated such that the label is "1" if we are within 24 hours of an adverse event or "0" otherwise. However, this poses several issues for evaluating machine learning models. GIM patients stay in the hospital for a relatively long time. Because of this the likelihood of an adverse event at any moment in time for any patient is incredibly rare. A model which randomly samples when patients will live and die from the task frequency distribution will still have an accuracy of 96.48% since our event only occurs 1.79% of the time. When questioning what the PPV of our model is, we are really asking, "What is the PPV of our model in the next 24 hours?". However, if an alarm sounds, and a patient is to experience an outcome, the outcome most likely will not occur until more than 24 hours have elapsed (see Table 6). All of these predictions may be timely and actionable, but are recognised as false positives in our evaluation criteria. On the other hand,
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(a) The positive predictive values for each of the constituent models, and the ensembles as a whole on prospective test sets.

(b) The sensitivity for each of the constituent models, and the ensembles as a whole on prospective test sets.

Figure 1: Model performance on prospective EHR data in general internal medicine for early detection of decompensation. A positive prediction is only correct if an outcome is to occur in the next 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Time-to-Event after Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Outcomes</td>
<td>48.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU Transfer</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative Orders</td>
<td>65.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected Death</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Time to event after a prediction for true positive predictions in the test set. Times are reported as mean, median. Note that these distributions are not Gaussian. Unexpected death is defined as death without comfort measure orders. * The exact number is redacted.

Predicting an adverse outcome several days in advance may not be actionable, and should be considered a false positive. Nonetheless, an alarm will occur more than 24 hours before an adverse event for over half of our patients who receive a true positive alarm (Table 6). It is easier to communicate with clinicians when it is phrased as, "When we predict that a patient is decompensating, how often do they actually decompensate any time after the alarm?". When we disregard the time until the event, our performance on the prospective test set appears to improve (See Table 7). The increase in PPV can be attributed to the reduction of false positives relative to the number of true positives. Some of these false positives can be attributed to predictions that are made more than 24 hours prior to an adverse event occurring. The sensitivity is increased when we evaluate on a per-stay basis because only 1 prediction is required from all of the prediction windows prior to an event for the prediction to be considered a true positive. This increases the number of true positives while simultaneously decreasing the number of false negatives.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Per Window</th>
<th>Per Stay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>21603</td>
<td>902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Ensemble performance on a held out prospective test set. The *per window* aggregation looks at the performance for each 6-hour window of each patient's stay. The *per stay* aggregation evaluates performance using the maximum number of ensemble votes at any time prior to the event. PPV is the positive predictive value, which is calculated as True Positives/(True Positives + False Positives). Sensitivity is calculated as True Positives/(True Positives + False Negatives).

This informs the design of our alarm protocol. When patients which have not been at-risk transition to being at-risk the care team is alerted by sending a push notification to the resident. When a patient was previously at risk and is consecutively predicted to be at risk, no alarm is given, but their EHR still indicates that they are at high risk. We chose to integrate model predictions in the EHR so that nurses can allocate staff more effectively at the start of shifts, and all clinicians can diligently monitor the patient. Out of the 26 patients who experience true alarms in our test set, patients receive an average of 4.46 model votes, resulting in 1.31 alarms (See Table 8). On the other hand the 12 patients who received false alarms only received an average of 1.33 model predictions, resulting in 1.25 alarms. It is worth noting that $PPV = 1 - false\ alarm\ rate$ in this alarm protocol. If we consider this alarm scenario, we would like to know how much time remains before event will occur. Table 6 shows the median time-to-event for ICU transfers is quite rapid as compared to palliative orders or unexpected death. This is promising because it demonstrates that clinicians can have conversations with patients about their wishes to pursue comfort care earlier than what is currently being done. Other patients who do not seek comfort measures, can be closely monitored and promptly transferred to the ICU if necessary. Of the 8.1% of patients that experience an adverse outcome, 40% of them (sensitivity) will receive this improvement in care. That corresponds to 2 patients per week in our clinical care setting. In order to understand how we can make these improvements more applicable for patients who decompensate, we must look at the failures of the model.

4.1. Analysis of False Positive Predictions

In this section, we describe anecdotal false positives from our model, specifically when we predicted a poor outcome and the patient did not get transferred, die or, otherwise experience an adverse event.

Models learn notions of generalised state, which may not apply universally to patient outcomes - particularly when care preferences come into play. Clinicians have a goal of preventing patients from deteriorating. Their interventions on critically ill patients, whom our model would predict as high risk of an adverse event, may actually prevent that adverse event from occurring. When false positives are observed, it is hard to determine if this is attributable to model failure, or if the clinicians really saved the life
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm style</th>
<th>Alarms/Stay</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Alarms/TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>Alarms/FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 vote</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 vote &amp; silencing</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Alarm characteristics on our test set for three alarming protocols. The Regular procedure involves sounding an alarm every time a patient switches from not at risk to at risk. The +1 vote protocol requires an extra vote to fire in the first 30 hours. The +1 vote silencing protocol requires an extra vote to fire in the first 30 hours and it silences all other alarms for the next 24 hours.

of a deteriorating patient. Some of the 12 false positive patients in the test set were very ill, including patients who were transferred from the ICU, experiencing sepsis, intubated, unresponsive, and/or visited by the critical care response team around the time of the alert. Others seemed to be recovering well and were truly false alarms. Perhaps if we desired greater sensitivity in our model we could sacrifice some of the PPV. This would be equivalent to telling physicians more of what they already know about their patient. In some instances false positives can even be beneficial. They may even reaffirm the clinicians that they are performing life-saving work.

Predictions are accurate early-on, and generally perform with stability as stay lengths increase. Figure 2 shows the abundance of each outcome in the training set vs. the length of stay. Patient discharges are nearly exponentially distributed with respect to the length of stay (though patients are not as likely to be discharged in the first 24 hours since they were sick enough to admit in the first place). ICU transfers, new palliative orders, and unexpected deaths are approximately proportionate to discharges throughout the stay. The exception is that in the first few days of a patients’ stay in the GIM ward an ICU transfer is more likely and palliative orders are less likely. Models are more precise but less sensitive in stays that conclude prior to 4 days (the median length of stay) than they are afterwards (See Table 9). We investigated increasing the number of votes in the ensemble during the first 30 hours to increase our model selectivity while hopefully not having much effect on sensitivity. After seeing several patient trajectories that oscillate around the alarm threshold we also implemented a 24 hour silencing period. If an alarm is sent for a patient, another alarm will not be sent in the next 24 hours even if the patient transitions back to low risk then again to high risk. These alarm scenarios are simulated for the 902 patients in our test set in Table 8. For these 902 patients spanning a 4 month period, our models had 27 actionable alarms (approximately 1 every 4 days) and 11 false alarms (approximately 1 every 11 days).

Unexpected death is a difficult label to confirm. Since we define unexpected death as a death in the GIM ward without comfort measures, it is entirely possible that palliative patients decline comfort measures and palliative treatment for a variety of reasons (Van Kleffens and Van Leeuwen, 2005). While we are capturing both palliative orders and unexpected deaths in our outcome, it is worth noting that the number of unexpected deaths we detect, may actually be cases of patients refusing comfort measures. It would be difficult to determine
Figure 2: Occurrence of each outcome plotted against the time spent in the general internal medicine ward in 2011 through 2017. Counts are aggregated by 6 hour windows from the time a patient is admitted to the ward.

Table 9: Ensemble performance before and after the median stay. The positive predictive value (PPV) is reported for 443 patients who leave the general internal medicine before the median stay of 4 days and for the 459 patients who stay as long or longer than the median stay. The sensitivity indicates how many of the patients who experience an adverse outcome get a prediction from the model.
whether or not the death was truly unexpected without a thorough comprehension of the case. However, from clinician anecdote, deaths without comfort measure orders is a close proxy for unexpected death.

**Models are robust to those who do not comply with medical advice.** We suspected that some false positives may be due to sick patients leaving against medical advice. Between 2011 and 2018, 2% of patients left against medical advice. Despite this, the 11 false positives (in the +1 vote scheme) from our test set do not indicate that the patients left against medical advice. It is reasonable to conclude that patients who leave against medical advice do not contribute to the error in our model.

**Predictions are generally fair across demographic attributes.** Homelessness has been historically related to healthcare disparities, especially in the US (Kushel et al., 2001). However, even in regions with universal healthcare, disparities in healthcare for homeless individuals have been recorded (Cheallaigh et al., 2017). For example, in Ireland homeless patients are more likely to leave against medical advice (Cheallaigh et al., 2017). In Canada, homeless patients have higher readmission rates than patients with reliable housing (Saab et al., 2016). Figure 3a & 3b show the model PPV and sensitivity (per patient per hour) for homeless patients and housed patients when trained annually and tested on prospective datasets. Fortunately, the models tend to be relatively matched for both housed and homeless patients. Disparities in sensitivity tend to be made up for in PPV.

Afterwards we look at model predictions between sexes. Bias between sexes has been noted before in EHRs (Nestor et al., 2019; Gianfrancesco et al., 2018), clinical notes (Zhang et al., 2020), and medical images (Seyyed-Kalantari et al., 2020). Women tend to suffer from healthcare disparities (Hoffmann and Tarzian, 2001; Li et al., 2016). One approach to reduce bias in datasets is to collect more data so that protected groups are better represented in the training data (Chen et al., 2018). In our cohort 57.5% of the patients are female. We see relatively balanced performance between sexes in Figure 3c. When models falter in PPV for a particular sex in any year, they tend to have a higher sensitivity.

**Low risk patients do not experience many adverse outcomes.** We took advantage of our ensembling technique to investigate patients who are safe to discharge. Of the 902 patients in the test set, 829 patients ended their stays with no models voting in the ensemble. We deem these patients as low-risk patients. 97.7% of all patients who were discharged were at low risk in the last 6 hours of their stay. Coincidentally, the number of discharges was equal to the number of low risk patients (whose stays could end in discharge or an adverse event). 2.3% of patients were categorised as low risk immediately before experiencing an adverse event. Remarkably, each of these patients had received at least 1 alarm prior to experiencing the adverse event. This indicates that the number of models voting in an ensemble may be a good proxy for safe patient discharge, but should be trusted less when patients have previously experienced an alarm.

5. Generalised Insights

Being able to provide models with high AUC and AUPR is not sufficient in delivering models into clinical practice. We have provided an illustrated case study of the requirements of machine learning practitioners in preparation to trialling machine learning models (Sendak
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(a) The positive predictive value of linear combinations of the models (Linear Combo) and majority vote ensemble models (Ensemble) for both housed and homeless patients.

(b) The sensitivity of linear combinations of the models (Linear Combo) and majority vote ensemble models (Ensemble) for both housed and homeless patients.

(c) The positive predictive value of weighted combinations of the models (Linear Combo) and majority vote ensemble model (Ensemble) for female and male patients.

(d) The sensitivity of weighted combinations of the models (Linear Combo) and majority vote ensemble model (Ensemble) for female and male patients.

Figure 3: The performance of ensemble models on homeless and housed patients for each year (a & b) as well as for female and male patients for each year (c & d). Models are trained on historic data (i.e. 2011-2012) and validated on a prospective year of data (i.e. 2013) then tested on yet another prospective year of data (i.e. 2014).
et al., 2019). We emphasise the unique challenges in working with EHR data and our approaches to overcoming them. We must carefully consider how we communicate performance metrics. While clinicians may ask to have no more than a 60% false alarm rate, that does not always directly translate to a metric for actionable alarms. An alarm that occurs 27 hours before an adverse event might well be just as actionable as an alarm that occurs 23 hours before an event. Despite this the model would be reporting a false positive alarm. However, an alarm that occurs 5 days prior to an adverse event may not be actionable. It is equally as important to communicate the time-to-event from first alarm as it is to report the false alarm rate. In some cases, the alarm may be misleading. If a patient is obviously sick, then alarm is too late and it does not deliver any additional information. While this is not a false alarm, it is still a nuisance alarm. Conversely, patients who do not experience an adverse event may still be critically ill and may require urgent intervention. These patients are still experiencing a physiological decompensation, however they do not experience one of our proxy labels for decompensation. In summary, the GIM ward has historically experienced 5.6 adverse events per week (1 unexpected death every 11.5 days, 1 new palliative patient every 4.4 days, and 1 ICU transfer every 2 days). This model positively identifies one of these events once every 4 days, and falsely alarms clinicians once every 11 days.

We can use knowledge of the hospital operating procedures to inform alarm procedures. We opt to complete predictions every 6 hours because it corresponds with staff shift changes. Patients who are newly admitted require an additional vote to compensate for the fact that the recurrent models do not have much historical data to work with. Likewise patients who have received an alarm in the previous 24 hours will not receive an additional alarm because their condition will already be known to the care team.

6. Conclusion

Developing machine learning models for clinical use requires us to go beyond AUROC improvements on benchmark datasets. We are trying to walk the line between “It hardly ever detects patients that deteriorate” and “Most of the patients it alarms do not need urgent treatment”. Striking a balance between these two is essential in meeting the expectations of clinicians. In a future work we will investigate the overlap of the machine learning model vs. clinicians, and the mitigation of adverse events of the model during deployment vs. silent mode. We present this work as a reminder that there is essential work to be done to adapt machine learning for health research for clinical utility.
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Appendix A. Hyperparameter Search

All models were hyperparameter tuned from 2011-2017 and validated on 2018 data; this includes the value of \( k \) which is selected in the validation stages shown in Figure A1. This presents some bias in earlier model test set reporting as we have selected architectures that we know are suitable for 2011-2017 data.

Figure A1: Training, validation, and testing protocol for the ensemble. The colours of the blocks represent which data is available at a particular step in the algorithm.

A.1. GRU

For the GRU parameters were randomly searched (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) from the possible sets outlined in Table A1. The GRU was trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.002, betas of [0.9, 0.999], epsilon of [1e-08] and weight decay of 0. Upon finding the optimal hyperparameters, all training was done with early stopping after 5 epochs of no model improvements. Additional tasks were not included in hyperparameter searches, but are included in subsequent training.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Possible Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>[0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of GRU Hidden Layers</td>
<td>[1, 2, 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU Hidden Layer Dimensions</td>
<td>[10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout Values</td>
<td>[0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Number of Training Epochs</td>
<td>[50, 100, 150, 200, 500]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of LDA Topics for Nurse Notes</td>
<td>[50, 100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1: GRU Hyperparameter Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>TASD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2: Caption

A.2. GRU-D

GRU-D hidden layer dimension is selected from the range: [16, 256], The optimizer is selected from: [RMSProp (Bengio, 2015), Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014), RAdam (Liu et al., 2019)]. The learning rate is selected from the logarithmically distributed range of: [10e-5 to 10e-1]. ICD10 is converted to a multiclass task by discretising by: [the first code letter, ICD10 body systems, or HCUP groupings (for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2019)].

The GRU-D is hyperparameter tuned with early stopping after 5 epochs of no model improvements.

Appendix B. Model Features

Saturation, Sodium, Sodium, Sodium O.R. Arterial, Specific Gravity, TIBC, Total CO2, Total Protein Serum, Troponin I Serum, TSH, Urea, Urobilinogen, Vitamin B12 Level, WBC

**Vitals:**  Braden Score Total, Catheter, FiO2 %, Heart Rate, IV Dextrose 3.3%/NaCl 0.3%, IV Piggy Back 1, IV Sodium Chloride 0.9% (NaCL), O2 L/Min, O2 Saturation (%), Other Intake, Other Output, Pain Intensity at Rest, Pain Intensity at Rest (0-10) 1, Pain Intensity at Rest (0-10) 2, Pain Intensity With Movement, Pain Intensity With Movement (0-10) 1, Pain Intensity With Movement (0-10) 2, POC Glucose Result (mmol/L), Pulse, Resp FiO2 Percent, Respirations, sbp, Temperature (c)

**Static Features:**  pre-GIM ICU stay, age, gender

**Pre-GIM labs and vitals:**  These are a subset of what is available within the GIM: lab_co2, lab_cl, lab_na, lab_agap, lab_hct, lab_mch, lab_mchc, lab_rbc, lab_iwber, lab_mcv, lab_rdw, lab_hgb, lab_cr, lab_plt, lab_glur, lab_k, lab_mpv, lab_alymp, lab_aeos, lab_abaso, lab_amono, lab_aneut, lab_alb, lab_rpt, lab_rnr, lab_rptt, lab_tbil, lab_ast, lab_alt, lab_alp, lab_urea, lab_ca, lab_mg, lab_po4, lab_tni, lab_lit, lab_ck, lab_uuro, lab_spgr, lab_ph, lab_amy, lab_vlact, lab_vhion, lab_mvsa, lab_vpo2, lab_vbe, lab_vtco2, lab_vpco2, lab_vph, vital_spulse, vital_spbsystolic, vital_sbpdiastolic, vital_srespirations, vital_so2saturation, vital_stemperature


**Nutrition type:** tube feed, regular other, oral, renal, diabetic, cardiac, NPO, Regular, clear fluids, nutrition supplement

**Additional consultations:** TELEMETRY ORDERS: telemetry
   CONSULT ORDERS: consult_physio, consult_general, consult_stroke, consult_social, consult_speech, consult_dietitian, consult_chaplain, consult_physiotherapist, consult_acute, consult_gastroenterology, consult_respiratory, consult_occupational, consult_psychiatry, consult_wound, consult_physiotherapy, consult_geriatric, consult_pharmacist, consult_chiropradist, consult_addiction, consult_research
   CARDIO ORDERS: cardio_ecg, cardio_vascularlab, cardio_echo, cardio_holter, cardio_peripheralvascular
   RESP ORDERS: resp_oxygen, resp_pulmonaryfunctiontest, resp_bipapcpap, resp_respiratoryintervention, resp_chesttube, resp_ventilator
   ACT ORDERS (Activity and limitations): act_sitter, act_constantcare, act_opcophysrestr, act_restrictions
   CODE_ORDERS: No CPR: General Medical Care, No CPR: Comprehensive Comfort Care, Full Code, No CPR: Advanced Life Support
   OPCO_ORDERS: opcociwacare, opcoepphiaptt, opcoivinslow, opcoivinh, opcochfdiuret
   TRANS_ORDERS: trans_infusefrozenplasma, trans_transfusepackedredbloodcells, trans_transfuseplatelets, trans_infusealbumin25, trans_transfusionother, trans_infuseivimmuneglobulin, trans_prothrombincomplexconcentratepc
   WOUND_ORDERS: wound_dressingswoundcare, wound_skincare
   NEURO_ORDERS: neuro_eeg, neuro_eng

**Demographic features:** No housing

**Medications (encoded by their index in the EHR system):** med_01, med_02, med_03 ... med_n